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Heavy Duty Shelving racksHeavy Duty Shelving racks

A heavy-duty shelving system is designed for storing medium andA heavy-duty shelving system is designed for storing medium and
heavy goods. It is a safe and adaptable system and easy to adjust asheavy goods. It is a safe and adaptable system and easy to adjust as
per the changing requirements. Heavy-duty shelving racks can store aper the changing requirements. Heavy-duty shelving racks can store a
wide variety of items and provide direct access to all stored items.wide variety of items and provide direct access to all stored items.
These systems are based on the “person-to-product” principle andThese systems are based on the “person-to-product” principle and
products are deposited and retrieved manually from shelves.products are deposited and retrieved manually from shelves.

More importantly, heavy-duty shelving racks is versatile and makesMore importantly, heavy-duty shelving racks is versatile and makes
excellent use of the warehouse height. The higher levels in the systemexcellent use of the warehouse height. The higher levels in the system
can be accessed using equipment that lifts the order picker to thecan be accessed using equipment that lifts the order picker to the
required.required.
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Smart Storage Technologies is a tech-driven, innovative, and highlySmart Storage Technologies is a tech-driven, innovative, and highly
efficient storage rack builder based in Peenya, Bangalore. Weefficient storage rack builder based in Peenya, Bangalore. We
specialized in both Commercial and Industrial storage solutions withspecialized in both Commercial and Industrial storage solutions with
material handling equipment at competitive pricing.material handling equipment at competitive pricing.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/smart-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/smart-
storage-technologies-12061storage-technologies-12061
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